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installation
view of
Untitled (Life
in California),
2014. 1984 Ford
ranger, soil,
succulents.
5½ x 5¼ x 15¾ ft.

marfa, texas

Sam Falls

Ballroom Marfa // March 13–August 16
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Drawing from the sun-bleacheD

environs in which his exhibition is installed,
Los Angeles–based Falls here takes
Donald Judd’s unyielding geometry and
lets it disintegrate in the Marfa sun. Crafted
during a July 2014 residency in the West
Texas art mecca, his works range from
sculpture to video to sound. A room lined
with crudely figurative patterns on earthy
linen hangings—the fabric visibly worn
after being left outside—recalls both 1960s
Minimalism and the seemingly infinite
stretches of fence that line the area’s
remote roadside cattle ranches. Acting as a
counterbalance to these dissolving canvases
are weighty tables, which once more
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reference Judd—here, his furniture making—
and incorporate patterns drawn from
tangram puzzles in a mix of monumental
materials: copper, marble, steel, bronze.
This combination cheekily, though
reverently, proposes an alternative to the
way art history seems intended to unfold
in this sleepy town, institutionally and
culturally indebted as it is to Judd and his
immortal aluminum and concrete boxes.
Elsewhere in the exhibition, Falls lets
go of this meditation on Minimalism,
shifting his concern with temporality to a
more general landscape. A pair of works
site the word now : one, a gorgeous sound
piece playing on a looping 12-inch record

in Ballroom’s main foyer, features a female
vocalist singing the phrase alongside
a four-piece band (the loop itself slightly
frayed on the skipping LP). Unobtrusively
wistful, whispers of the work can be heard
as one moves about the space—a perhapsincidental unifying element in a show whose
varied mediums can, through their spatial
seclusion, feel detached from one another.
A video around the corner shows a section
of beach on which the artist scratches NOW
with a stick, rewriting the word each time
the tide washes it away: a celebration of the
ephemeral looped into permanence. Most
pleasurable about this piece, though, is the
way the camera lingers on a “now” that Falls
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A history painter, Irish is known for
making colorful canvases of charming European estates that are curiously
infused with layers of information and
imagery related to the Vietnam War.
For her fifth solo show at the gallery,
the artist presents a selection of interior and landscape paintings on Tyvek
and linen, which she made in situ in
Jane Irish, Pink Bowl Pattern Book Leaf, 2014. Chalk
France and Italy, alongside mixedmedia studies and ceramics that more gesso, egg tempera, gouache on paper, 22 x 30 in.
directly invoke the Vietnam conflict.
La Malouinière de la Chipaudière, 2014, flaunts the ornate interior of an
18th-century manor in Brittany, with Yellow and Red, 2013, an earlier painting by the artist depicting colonial Vietnam, illusively placed on the wall. Resistance Ceiling, 2014, similarly melds a salon of a château on the outskirts of
Paris with an imaginary portrayal of protesters—civilians, Vietnam War vets,
and Buddhist monks—in the ceiling above.
The remaining 11 paintings on view—mostly rendered in gouache on
gessoed Tyvek—depict villas and gardens in and around Florence, Italy. Via di
Santo Spirito Salon Firenze and Via del Rustici Firenze, both 2013, show decorative old rooms vibrantly painted with luscious brushstrokes, while Museo di
Casa Martelli, 2013, offers a 16th-century palace in a wispy manner of mark
making reminiscent of Florine Stettheimer’s “Cathedrals of Art” paintings.
Rounding out the exhibition are two mixed-media studies and four
glazed ceramic bowls in the shape of amphitheaters of war, illustrated with
portraits of American presidents, figures from 1970s protests, and past and
present visions of Vietnam mixed with decorative art motifs. Upside Down
Lyndon Johnson Upside Down, 2014, portrays Presidents Johnson and Nixon
with the repeated question “Your Son?” and 2015’s Faience—a French word
for Italian opaquepainted earthenware—features Long Biên Bridge, a Daydé
et Pillé–designed colonial remnant in Hanoi. Embedding political and social
issues in Rococo salons, pastoral scenes, and Baroque settings, Irish elevates antiwar protests to an aesthetic realm while exposing the trappings of power that
incessantly fuel the war machine. Rather than hitting us over the head with her
antiwar sentiment, Irish provides something lovely to look at—taking us back
to the roots of imperialism while subliminally whispering a different message.
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